“July 21st brought the beginning,
August 17th brought the end.
But somewhere in the middle –
We became the best of friends.”
★ “The computer’s being a butt!”
★ Our family portrait
★ “Janet can play viola with her feet and got a 1670 on her SAT’s.”
★ Cleaning the bathroom every week
★ “Is Meera here?”
★ Jen and the salt shaker
★ Rearranging furniture
★ “How do you put a toga on?”
★ The Official Hampsterdance Song
★ Meera’s Korean friend
★ Our science decorations
★ “It kills me!”
★ The food table
★ “No more classical music!”
★ Meera’s head/finger dance
★ Vicky and Janet’s whipped cream mustaches
★ Peeling bananas with our feet
★ “Ilene, Bob, Matt, Patty, and Art”
★ Jacking bananas at every meal
★ The bear named Meera-Pooh
★ “Do you think he’s a compulsive liar?”
★ Banana baseball/lacrosse
★ Jumping on mattresses
★ Getting banana on Mel’s butt and on Janet’s face
★ “Can you see the floor in Meera and Jen’s room?”
★ “It’s Peanut Butter Jelly Time!”
★ Janet’s Symphony bar
★ Jen and the laser pen
★ “Do you like milk?...OH YEAH!!!”
★ Meera singing and laughing in her sleep
★ “AM to PM” and “Come on Over”
★ Janet sleeping with her eyes open
★ “I’m so damn horny!”
★ Downloading banana songs
★ Abi smacking Josh in the head
★ “Jen – stop whistling!”
★ Searching for breakaway pants
★ Our lists
★ “Alex, there’s a sign on your door.”
★ Homosexual Teddy Grahams
★ Janet falling asleep in the middle of conversations
★ Abi’s love of the cafeteria food
★ “Alex, stop throwing blueberries!”
★ Pillow fight!
★ “Poke me if I fall asleep.”
★ The “Un-Meteor” shower
★ Assassins
★ Sex education
★ “Mel’s had a boyfriend continuously since kindergarten.”
★ Alex’s makeover
★ A Walk to Remember